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Parenting little ones could be exhausting.., help you start your son or daughter off on the proper
foot.until you discover Love and Logic. Take the exhaustion out and place the fun into parenting
your little one. America's Parenting Experts Jim and Charles Fay, Ph. And as a bonus you will
enjoy every stage of your child's life and appearance forward to sharing a lifetime of joy with
them. Bedtime. Whining . The various tools in Love and Logic Magic for Early Childhood will
provide you with the building blocks you have to create children who develop up to be
responsible, successful teenagers and adults. Hassle-free mornings. and several other everyday
challenges, then this reserve is for you personally! This book may be the tool parents of little
ones have been looking forward to. If you want help with: Potty teaching.D.. Time-out. Temper
tantrums.
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Go brain dead?! This is a great little book. I have 4 kids 5 and under. ; I am tired. I want small
words, quick answers to memorize (a la "I love you too much to argue with you"), and a lot of
coffee. This method of parenting takes me out overthinking, overcontrolling mother mode, and I
can enjoy my kids again. The term "no" would send out her to the ground having a tantrum.
Already there! I am a mother of a quickly to be 3 year old.! As I listened to the CD, I wondered
just how long it would take for this to really begin to work with my daughter. I'm not kidding
when I state it worked IMMEDIATELY!!!. human brain exercises and discipline help in a confident
loving way! It's definitely a game changer! Great reserve.finally called my pediatrician requesting
a referral to a behaviorist. All the Like and Logic "meats" but slightly softened for youngsters. We
love this process and the examples specific to small children. We read the original Like and Logic
and, while we were on board with the general philosophy, felt it had been a bit "severe" for a
younger kid. I admire how she actually is with her kids, in fact it is straight out of the reserve. It's
also full of actionable techniques you will discover yourself using without breaking a sweat. I
take advantage of Like and Logic in my classroom which helped me bring it home to my toddler.
Read it over and over! This is actually the best for younger kids. I recommend reading the first
couple chapters at least two or three times and have both parents locked in on the philosophy.
Even with adults. Not super gentle parenting We thought this would be considered a gentle
parenting book. Very effective! Excellent! I was a teacher for many years before becoming a
parent. As teachers we had been trained in Love and Logic at one of the academic institutions I
trained at. It was very effective. When I became a parent I googled to get Love and Logic for
babies. This book is aimed toward toddlers but therefore ideal for me to end up being reading
now to get ready. I highly recommend this, and I'll be providing this as a gift to any new mother
friends... Very insightful, easy to read.really helped me with my difficult child Fantastic book. I
was within my wits end with my three season aged who pushed me to my limitations. This really
works! My older child hardly ever threw tantrums (a year older) and then my spirited daughter
arrived. Everything was a battle, was embarrassed in public areas with her. As an educator, a
mother or father, and a grandparent I have used this program for years... Filled with examples
and practical approaches for younger kids. Rather,she recommended this book. I go through it in
one night because I couldn't wait around to implement it. Made (insisted) my poor spouse read it
the next night so we'd be on a single page. A friend, who's functions in a preschool & Giving my
three calendar year old the feeling of control produced all the difference. Other great lessons for
moms.. It appears that the “bedroom time” made my son anxious. My daughter appeared to
really have a very positive a reaction to the techniques I used, and we had an extremely happy,
easy period obtaining dressed and out the entranceway to head to day care! Highly Recommend
This book was recommended to me by our daycare facility (which is top notch). I have a spirited
3 calendar year old boy and occasionally developing, guiding and teaching this age group can be
tough. Not merely was it easy to read nonetheless it was logical and provided good
recommendations. Great tools! Good philosophy So far liking this reserve. It worked well like a
charm. is a child social employee, recommended this book/ parenting philosophy. This units The
right tone: company but loving while acknowledging developmental levels. Read this book! Love
and logic assistance really works! It takes a solid resolve to practice like and logic parenting.
There's no time for a treatise on parenting theory.-) Great parenting book Great book Five Stars
So good! New research shows that time outs do more harm than good. Great publication for
toddler parents! I have enjoyed this reserve a lot! Extremely useful and easy to dip into quickly
whenever a new issue appears.. The tales are funny. Certainly recommend! So many books out
there chat philosophy and beliefs but provide no tangible answers to those tough toddler

scenarios. I really like this book. Every family can reap the benefits of this practical instruction
with true to life situations.! She's usually well behaved, but we perform have the casual epic
meltdown and toddle defiance, therefore i bought this to get some help with that.
Recommended for all parents of young children! Discipline Children in a Healthy way This is a
great book for young parents raising their children. If you're a parent, you should pay attention
to this. But it is the most healthy and loving thing you can do for the whole family members.. I
stopped it following a few weeks. This book helped so very much as a nanny to a 1 and 4 year
old. Excellent advice within an readable format. The love and logic method gives parents helpful
information to setting respectful, loving limits. I anticipate try it out!. I've seen a wonderful
transformation in many struggling families who place these practices in place with their children.
Highly recommended
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